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Product name: Massage Gun Pro 2 
Brand：IRONEDGE
Weight:0.98kg
Dimension:245*78*255mm
Input voltage:110-240V，50/60Hz
Plug type: DC,16.8/1A
Massage mode: Warm compress，constant 
speed，undulating and climbing mode 
Speed:5 speed settings
Power：≤60W
Rotate Speed:1600-3200RPM/Min
Main material: PC+ABS
Power supply:16.8V/2600mAh Rechargeable 
Lithium-ion battery



Product structure
5 Interchangeable massage head

   Detachable 
battery Button 

Power/Display 
charging

Control panel

Battery main switch

Charge Port
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Flat head “U” Shape headRound headTaper headWarm massage head
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Battery and massage head installation method

 Battery installation 
method 

Make the reading of 
main body align to the 
fluting of battery case

 Battery 
Removal Method

Press the battery 
remove button， 

Pull the battery out

Heating head 
installation method
Make the reading of 

the heating head 
align to the fluting of 

the machine case

‘U’ shape head 
installation method

Make the reading 
of the  ‘U’ shape 

head align to the 
fluting of the 

machine case

Remark:1.Other massage heads is not installed limit,direct vertical press into place.
2.Disassembly method of massage head:Pull them out vertically



Product instructions
  Speed display light

Warm compress 
mode display

 Increase/Decrease 
 Button

Mode Adjustment 
display

Warm compress button

 Decrease button

Constant speed 
   massage

Undulating massage

Climbing 
massage

1、Turn on the main power switch at the bottom of the 
handle,Power indicator displays the current power 
indicator.(More than 40% of the power is displayed blue 
light;Less than 30% of the power is displayed yellow light;
less than 10% of the power is displayed red light)
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2、When the machine is in standby,press        to start 
massage,Then adjust the massage mode and speed  
according to your preference.
3、If you need to use ‘Warm compress Mode’. Turn off the 
main power switch first,Pull out the existing massage 
head,Then take out the hot compress massage head and 
aim at the limit position.Turn on the main power switch, 
Press       to start Warm compress static massage mode,you 
can press        button to adjust the warm compress mode 
with the other three massage mode and speed according 
to your preference.
4、When the machine is working,  Press       to pause the 
machine,When the machine is paused,Press      to start 

‘Warm compress static massage mode or press      to Return 
to previous working mode
5、The machine will turn off the mode display and speed 
display automatically when the machine is stop in 5 
minutes. Press       button to start massage.

6、The machine is equipped with intelligent protection 
mode, The machine will automatically enter the sleep 
state When the motor works continuously for 20 minutes. 
It will take 1 minutes to restart.(Press      button to start 
massage)



 Massage heads and Feature

Flat head
Used for relaxing and 
shaping each muscle 
part

“U” Shape head
Used for neck, spinal and 
achilles massage

Round head
Used for hand, back, 
buttock, leg massage

Taper head
Used for deep tissue, such as 
joints, palm and plantar

Temperature ranges from 42-48 ° C, you 
can feel warm and comfortable, it benefits 
the blood circulation ,it helps relax sore 
and stiff muscles and relieves the pain. 

Warm massage head
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Speed up the preheating 
effect before exercise

Keep your muscles active 
during exercise

Lactic acid is rapidly 
decomposed after 
exercise
Shaking relaxes the 
myofascial membrane

Stretch the lines of 
the muscles

Improves muscle 
balance

Deep release fatigue

Relieve muscle tension

Rapid release of lactic acid

Activate the 
muscles

Persistent state

Remove Fatigue

Relieve Muscle 
       Fatigue

Fitness plasticity

 Auxiliary training

Effective muscle 
     relaxation
Relieve pain and 
        stiffness

    Accelerate 
muscle recovery
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Main machine Battery Charger

Flat head “U” Shape headRound headTaper headWarm massage head
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Maintain
If the following abnormal conditions occur during the use of this 
product, please refer to the solution：

Abnormal condition Abnormal cause Exception handling

Cannot start function

 Automatic stop in use

The hot compress head 
temperature is not enough

The temperature of the hot 
compress massage head 

is too high 
The instrument is suspended for 5
 minutes, and all the display lights 
on the main control board are off

The battery may be low

1. The battery may be low

2.The motor has been working 
    for 20 minutes

Preheat the massage 
head for 1-2 minutes

Hot compress massage mode is 
turned on without contact with the 

body to balance the temperature

Enter smart power saving mode

Please charge

Please charge

Restart in one minutes

Normal

Turn off the warm compress 
mode for 3 minutes before 

resuming normal use

Press the start button to 
return to the previous 

working mode
Remark: If there are any other abnormal conditions that cannot be solved, please contact the 

customer service in time



Matters needing attention
Disclaimer
1、Do not use this machine while charging
2、Do not insert or touch the gap between the massage head and the shell with your fingers or other objects 
during use, so as not to pinch.
3、 Do not allow children to use alone.
4、This machine can not be self-disassembled or modified.
5、Due to the high power of this machine,it’s recommended to use it for 15-20 minutesat a time to avoid 
physical discomfort.
6、If you find any abnormal phenomena or faults during use,lease stop using them immediately and contact 
our company or dealer in time.
7、Be sure to use the original power adapter to charge the machine.
8、When the massage head is changed, it must be switched off and replaced.
9、Turn off the main power switch after each use of the instrument.
10、Do not rinse or soak with water or other liquids while cleaning. The best way is to use a wrung dry wet 
towel or medical alcohol cloth to wipe, to prevent water into the body.

Not suitable to use this device
Osteoporosis patients,people with heart problems and wearing electronic medical devices and 
pacemakers pregnant women or menstrual women,people with physical trauma or feel unwell 
by doctors,and are banned from this machine when the body is wet.
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